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词汇 Coincide (with) 相一致,相同1.Her arrival with our

departure.(91.6.58)A agreed B parted C dealt D coincided 2. It is no

that a large number of violent crimes are committed under the

influence of alcohol. A coincidence B inspiration C correspondence

D intuition 3. It was such a(n) when Pat and Mike met each other in

Tokyo . Each thought that the other was still in Hong

Kong.(05.6.54)A occurrence B coincidence C fancy D destiny 4.It is

fortunate for the old couple that their son’s career goals and their

wishes for him (03.6.44)A coincide B comply C conform D

collaborate Comply (with) 遵守1. All students in this university are

requested to with the regulations .(95.6.57)A yield B comply C

submit D consent来源：www.examda.com 2.All the visitors are

requested to with the regulations .(98.1.44)A comply B agree C assist

D consent 3.If you want to set up a company , you must with the

regulations (99.6.42)A comply B adhere C confirm D accord 4.We

find it impossible to with the latest safety regulations (04.1.69)A

accord B unify C obey D comply 5.Psychologists have done

extensive studies on how well patients with doctor’s

orders.(06.1.47)A comply B correspond C interfere D interact

Compensate (for) 补偿,理赔1.We’ll you for any damage done to

your house while we are in it . (2000.6.69)A compensate B remedy C

supplement D retrieve 2.To compensate for his unpleasant



experiences he drank a little more than was good for him .(98.1.43)A

commence B compromise C compensate D compliment 来源

：www.examda.com 3.The insurance company paid him $10,000 in

after the accident.(97.6.48)A compensation B installment C

substitution D commission 4.The relatives of those killed in the crash

got together to seek .(04.6.44)A premium B compensation C

repayment D refund Conform (to) 符合,遵守1.The vast majority of

people in any given culture will to the established standards of that

culture .(98.1.46)A confine B conform C confront D confirm 2. As

visiting scholars ,they willingly to the customs of the country they live

in (03.1.60)A submit B conform C subject D commit 3.All the

students have to the rules and regulations of the school.(01.1.54)A

confirm B confront C confine D conform 4.All individuals are

required to to the laws made by their government .(99.1.54)A obey B

conform C concede D observe Compatible a . 匹配的,兼容的1.

This new laser printer is with all leading software .(03.1.50)A

comparable B competitive C compatible D cooperative 2.Being

impatient is with being a good teacher .(01.6.58)A intrinsic B

ingenious C incompatible D inherent 3. Don’t trust the speaker

any more ,since the remarks he made in his lectures are never with

the facts .(05.6.34)A symmetrical B comparative C compatible D

harmonious Collide (with) 互撞,碰撞1.The morning news says a

school bus with a train at the junction and a group of policemen were

sent there immediately.(97.1.63)A bumped B collided C crashed D

struck 2.The helicopter a light plane and both pilots were killed

.(01.1.57)A coincided with B stumbled on C tumbled to D collided



with来源：www.examda.com 3.It is reported that thirty people were

killed in a on the railway yesterday.(04.1.59)A collision B

collaboration C corrosion D confrontation Compact .a . 结实的,紧

凑的1. The kitchen was small and so that the disabled could reach

everything without difficulty.(99.1.63)A conventional B compact C

compatible D concise2. In mountainous regions , much of the snow

that falls is into ice .(04.6.62)A dispersed B embodied C compiled D

compacted 3. The soil was so that I was hardly able to force a spade

into it.A muddy B compact C slack D fertile Consolidate .v. 巩固1.

The presidential candidate his position by winning several primary

elections(99.6.35)A enforce B enriched C intensified D consolidated

2. His successful negotiations with the Americans helped him to his

position in the government .(02.1.52)A contrive B consolidate C
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